
Almog Mizrahi                                                                             Email.: Almog3d@gmail.com 
3d Artist & Generalist                                                                   Phone: 972+524629630  

                                                                                                                              Web: Almogvfx.com | direct Reel link 
Professional Summary: 
Tel Aviv, Israel.  Age  34 
Languages : English, Hebrew 
Single.  
 
My professional experience includes: Television, Gaming and advertising. 
My extensive  experience  as a 3d generalist gives me the versatility and speed to challenge a large 
 variety of tasks. 
 I have a strong background in post production and real time which enables  me to find quick solutions to 
different challenges. 
With a large set of tools to take many different roles as a team member or complete a task end to end,  
Working as a freelance as well as with many animations house has given me a deep understanding of 
different pipeline methods, and the ability to follow different art directing guide and delivering on tight 
deadlines. 
I am technically oriented and a fast learner.  
The root of my artistic passion is with the fantasy genre, and i have a keen eye to its fine detail 
 
Skills:  
          Primary:   Modeling | Uv mapping | Texturing | Baking, Shading | Lighting | Rendering | Rigging |  
                            Physical animation |  Particles |   ice and frost shading and animating 
          Secondary: Tracking | Compositing 3D | keying | look dev | simulations | character animation | Hair |  
  
Work Experience: 
         2017 - HBO: Game of Thrones, Season 7 promo’s: Lead 3d artists/generalist 

20 13-2017 Israeli animation college IAC : Lecturer and course lead  
              Lead of Gaming course 2014-2016 
              Lead of VFX course 2017 (3dsmax & afterFX) 
2014- 2017   Freelance for multiple studios: The foundry | Puma | shortcut Playground | snowball vfx | plarium 
2013-2014 -  prometheus : 3d generalist 
2011-2012 -  space cowboys: character artist 
2009-2010 -  Save the beach: leading and art directing environmental cause  
2007-2008 -  MAKE: 3d generalist 
2004-2006 -  Snowball VFX: 3d generalist [cgtalk choice award] 
2001-2004-   IAF: 3d generalist 

 
Software: 
3d :    3dsmax native | Maya | Arnold | Zbrush |  
          Plugins: Vray native | Fume | rayfire | phoenixFD\ 
Textures:  Photoshop | substance  painter 2. | mudbox 
Post:   AfterFX: Native | Syntheyes. 

 
personal info:  
              Beside my charming smile, you will fine that i am fast, self-driven, enthused to create and inspire 

              Good at problem solving, ingenuity, simplifying, versatile Love dogs, own cats 
Disciplined and well mannered 
Stage fighting and Martial art skills -  (Japanese fencing) 

 
Artistic hobbies: Iron smithing.clay sculpting, Photography and Drawing  
  
               References provided upon request  

http://www.almogvfx.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=WyRofTNMV14

